Alfond Senior Housing

Room Legend

- 5 Person

Ground Floor Left Wing
Alfond Senior Housing

Room Legend
- 4 Person
- 5 Person
- 6 Person

Second Floor Right Wing

Alfond Senior Housing - Right Wing

Alfond Apartment Plans

Alfond - Right Wing

13703 SQ. ft.

EO1

249 SF

216D

217B
122 SF

217C
111 SF

216C
113 SF

217D
111 SF

216D
112 SF

217E
108 SF

216E
112 SF

216F
440 SF

216G
112 SF

Continued on 1st Floor

210B
113 SF

210C
113 SF

210D
113 SF

210E
119 SF

211A
119 SF

211B
115 SF

211C
112 SF

211D
121 SF

211E
440 SF

211F
114 SF

211G
113 SF

Continued on 1st Floor

Second Floor Right Wing
Alfond Senior Housing

Third Floor Middle Wing

Room Legend

5 Person
6 Person

Alfond - Middle Wing
Room Legend

- 5 Person
- Double (1 rm)
- Single
- Gender Neutral Bathroom

Second Floor Room Draw
Third Floor Room Draw
Foss Woodman

Woodman First Floor

Key Plan - Woodman

- Triple (multi-room)
- Double (1 Rm)
- Single
Foss Woodman

Key Plan - Woodman

Woodman Second Floor

- Triple (multi-room)
- Double (1 Rm)
- Single
Foss Woodman

Woodman Third Floor

- Triple (multi-room)
- Double (1 Rm)
- Single
Goddard Hodgkins

Room Legend

- Double (1 Rm)
- Single

Third Floor
Heights

First Floor - Level 1

First Floor - Level 2

First Floor - Level 3

Room Legend
- 4 Person
- Double (1 Rm)
- Double (2 Rm)
- Single
Hillside Dormitory

Leonard  Third Floor

Room Legend

- **Double (1 Rm):** Green
- **Triple (1 Rm):** Purple

Example Rooms:
- 306: 276 SF
- 307: 189 SF
- 308: 193 SF
- 309: 189 SF
- 310: 255 SF
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Hillside Dormitory

Marriner First Floor Room Draw
Hillside Dormitory

Room Legend

- **Double (1 Rm)**
- **Triple (1 Rm)**

Key Plan - Williams
Mary Low Coburn

Room Legend
- 4 Person
- Double (1 Rm)
- Single
- Triple (multi-room)

Key Plan - Mary Low
Perkins Wilson

Room Legend

- Double (1 Rm)
- Single

Second Floor
Treworgy

Room Legend

- Single
- Double (1 Rm)
- Triple (multi-room)
- Gender Neutral Bathroom

*Gender Neutral Bathroom on Ground Floor as well

First Floor
Treworgy

Room Legend
- Double (1 Rm)
- Single

Third Floor
West Quad Dormitory

Room Legend
- Double (1 Rm)
- Double (2 Rm)
- Single
- Triple (multi-room)

Second Floor
West Quad Dormitory

Room Legend
- Double (1 Rm)
- Double (2 Rm)
- Single
- Triple
  (multi-room)

Third Floor